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Abstract :
There has been over the past 6 years a convergence in the fields of optics, biochemistry and computing
leading to dramatic improvements in light sheet microscopy, tissue clearing protocols and image analysis
algorithms. The convergence of these different fields has the potential to streamline brain studies by
accelerating data acquisition speed and reliability over the current whole brain analysis pipelines based on
serial sectioning methods. We previously developed the iDISCO+1 protocol for immunostaining and
imaging intact adult mouse brains. As a companion tool, we also developed and distribute ClearMap2,3, an
open source environment to segment objects and map them onto reference atlases optimized for large 3D
datasets. We used this pipeline as a discovery tool to find brain regions active in correlation with various
behaviors by mapping neuronal activity landscapes derived from Fos expression4,5. Here, I will present
recent unpublished projects made possible by our upcoming brain mapping pipeline ClearMap 2, expanding
the repertoire of applications derived from intact whole brain preparations. We hope that ongoing
developments in light sheet microscopy and image analysis pipelines will facilitate our understanding of
individual variations in brain activity, connectivity and structure.
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